LLN Yearly Intensive Series
Session #1 2021.2022
The Congregation in a Secular Age

“Modernity is the constant process of
speeding things up…” p.14 (CISC)
• Change seeks to catch up and possess time. Transformation is an
experience of encountering the fullness of time. (p.15)
• The faster you prime, and prime again, the faster you win, increase and
grow – master of prime (p.16)
• Burnout is a depression imposed by the inability to keep pace. (p.17)
• Speed sickness (Zeitkrankeit) is infecting congregations today. (p.17)
• Does fullness come from busyness? (p.38)
• The church is constituted to keep sacred time. (p. 53)
• Technological acceleration tied to social change to pace of life (Hartmut
Rosa p. 60)
• Who are the timekeepers in our society today?
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Time:

What is the relationship between God and time?
What happens when we remove God from our understanding of time?

Notes:
Ecclesiastes 3:1-20

Psalm 25
Luke 3:1-6
Luke 21:29-33
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Facebook Knows Instagram is Toxic for Teen Girls, Company
Documents Show
Its own in-depth research shows a significant teen mental-health issue
that Facebook plays down in public
The Wall Street Journal (September 14, 2021)
By Georgia Wells, Jeff Horwitz and Deepa Seetharaman
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Homework between sessions #1 and #2
Take a moment and read both assertions below (answer for yourself and invite others to respond).
Which assertion (a or b) more adequately describes the culture/predominant mode of thinking and
acting within you congregation currently? What are some stories or vignettes that help illustrate your
point? (From Reclaiming the Triune Life of a Congregation: Shared Missional Characteristics of
Minnesota ELCA Congregations)

1a. Congregations need to focus primarily on understanding what God has already done.
1b. Congregations need to focus primarily on understanding what God is leading them to do.

2a. Congregations need to focus primarily on learning traditions from the past.
2b. Congregations need to focus primarily on learning new things.

3a. My congregation was more vibrant and effective in the past.
3b. My congregation is more vibrant and effective now.

Homework between sessions #1 and #2 (continued)
Name some ways that your congregation experiences fullness as “business”.
Where do you see signs of fatigue and/or burnout in your congregation as a response to trying to keep up and
or curate a distinct identity?
Pastoral leaders – idea: take your pastor/deacon out for coffee and conversation
Board/council members – idea: sit in a council meeting and ask for some time to present
Church staff – idea: bring donuts, good coffee, and have a conversation
Congregational members
Community partners and visitors

Can you name some initiatives/programs within your congregation that seem to take an enormous amount of
energy/time/money or other resources, and don’t seem to yield the same results that they used to? Why do
you think that is the case? What is going on?
Root asserts that, “Being the church is about transformation, not change.” How would you characterize where
you see evidence of change efforts in your congregation (i.e. internally speeding up to keep pace or recreate
identity) and where you see evidence of an openness to transformation (i.e. embracing fullness as external to
us) ?

